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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Aim:- 

Students should know what HTML is, understand 
basic HTML code and use the code in order to 
Build a basic web page

Objectives:-

Identify what html is
Identify basic HTML code
Identify the structure of a HTML page
Make a basic web page using HTML code



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION



WHAT DOES HTML STAND FOR

HTML stands for:-

Hyper Text Markup Language

HYPER TEXT
Electronic document With Links to other pages in the 

document or external e.g google.com

MARKUP
The term markup comes from the printing industry, printers 

use a blue pencil to give printing instructions such as 
colour and text ect,

In HTML the markup is in the form of tags, these tags give 
instructions to the browser



HOW DID HTML BEGIN

• Developed by physicist Tim Berners Lee in 1989 who was a contractor 
for CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research) in their 
computer department

• HTML stared out as a idea to write the first world wide web pages which 
started out as a way scientists could pass information and collaborate on 
research projects

• In a memo to CERN Tim Berners Lee outlined the idea of an Internet-
based hypertext system and called it HTML.



What is HTML

HTML IS

• a standardized system for 
tagging text files to 
achieve font, colour, 
graphic, and hyperlink 
(links) effects on World 
Wide Web pages.

HTML IS NOT

• A Programming Language

internet = phyiscal stucture i.e computers/servers, routers 
cables, networks, etc

world wide web / simple web = works on top of the internet 
and is a way of sharing information in the form of hypertext 
documents or webpages which are linked together



HTML CODE AND STRUCTUREHTML CODE AND STRUCTURE



ANATOMY OF A HTML PAGE

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Test</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY>

main part of your page goes here

</BODY>

<HTML>

think of a jelly baby it has a 
head and body

a web page/HTML document 
also has a head and body



ANATOMY OF A HTML PAGE
•metatag
search engine 
info

•title
title of 
webpage that 
goes in the 
browsers title 
bar or tab

•code that 
needs 
processing 
when page 
loads

•styling info
or css 
(Cascading 
Style Sheets)

←

main parts of 
your page

→



ANATOMY OF A HTML PAGE defines a HTML page 
the browser looks for 
this so the browser 
knows what to do with 
it

you can think of a HTML 
document/code as a coat hanger 
head and body hang off html other 
tags hang off head and body.  

←←



HTML BUILDING BLOCKS

think of the elements/Tags of a webpage 
as bricks in a wall these go in the  body 
section and can go in any order

paragraph
<p> </p>

line
<hr>

line break
<br>ordered list

<ol>
<li>
</ol>

unordered list
<ol>
<li>
</ol>

heading
<h1></h1>
<h2></h2>
1 to 3

picture
<img src="smiley.gif"  height="42" 
width="42">

link
<a href="test.html">test</a>



HTML BUILDING BLOCKS

think of the elements/Tags of a webpage 
as bricks in a wall these go in the  body 
section and can go in any order

tables

<table>
<tr>
<td>
</td>
</tr>
</table>

Styling:-

<b></b> = bold
<u></u> = underline
<i></i> = italic



EXAMPLE WEBPAGE



EXAMPLE WEBPAGE



QUIZ/PRATICALQUIZ/PRATICAL



Thank YouThank You


